Guinea

Postcode                  Postcode type and position
3 digits and P.O. Box number to the left of locality name.

Coding method

0 0 1 BP 457

- 001 = radical
- BP 457 = suffix

List of postal regions
0: Conakry
1: Basse-Guinée
2: Moyenne-Guinée
3: Haute-Guinée
4: Guinée forestière

Address format

- the radical is the group of digits that identifies the destination of the item (routing indicator);
- the suffix is the group of digits that indicates the specific address of the addressee (delivery indicator).

The radical code (postcode) is composed of three digits, making adaptation possible as the service gradually develops. The suffix is composed of P.O. Box numbers.

001 BP 457: 001 = radical and BP 457 = suffix.

Examples

Monsieur Aboubacar CAMARA
001 BP 457 CONAKRY
GUINEA

Monsieur Souleymane DIALLO
100 BP 75 KINDIA
GUINEA

Monsieur Moussa CAMARA
200 BP 125 LABE
GUINEA

Contact

Office de la poste guinéenne
Direction générale
001 BP 2984 CONAKRY
GUINEA

Tel: (+224) 41 14 22 and 41 13 35
Fax: (+224) 41 40 50
E-mail: opg@eti-bull.net
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